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What bitwise works does... beside of Firefox

bitwise works on the following projects

- InJoy 5 (New interface for Windows 10, new Qt-Based GUI)
- Samba Server 4.7 (Heimdal 7.5 already done)
- Apache OpenOffice 4.1.5 and 4.2.0
- CUPS
Projects that just gather momentum

- Qt5 (as the basis for many new applications)
- Java 7/8 (searching for developers)
- Next browser (will be based on Qt5)
- Samba 4.x
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Libraries that we update regularly

- We updated or created 266 ports up to now
- About 80% of all ports are at the latest version
- Libraries are required to run bigger applications like Firefox, OpenOffice, CUPS successfully
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Examples for important libraries, that you likely have never heard of

- Libtiff, jpeg-turbo – is required by
  - Firefox
  - Poppler (at least in part a library itself)
- Poppler – is required by
  - CUPS,
  - GhostScript
  - Qpdfview
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- Gettext
  - Poppler
  - Perl
  - Python
  - GCC

- Ncurses
  - ClamAV
  - SQLite
  - WCD
  - Heimdal
  - ncFTP
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- All these libraries can be used universally and we provide them free of charge
  - Unlike “special” ports, linked statically to certain versions of certain applications
  - That is one of the reasons for the rpm/yum system
- Each update to a library fixes bugs in various applications
- That is the way your development units go
- Good software does not grow on trees
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- Our homepage http://www.bitwiseworks.com
- Our shop http://www.bitwiseworks.com/shop
- Our repos https://github.com/bitwiseworks
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